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MATHEMATICAL SKILLS AND PERFORMANCE OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
STUDENT IN LAM: FRACTIONAL NUMBERS'

by

Luis Ortiz-Franco

This paper discusses the performance of English/Bklingual and NES/

LES third and sixth grade students in LAUSD. Performance patterns are

Identified for both groups in fractional number skills and suggestions

for improving instruction are advanced.

1
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MATHEMATICALSKILLS,AND PERFORMANCE OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL :
STUDENT IN LAUSD: FRACTIONAL NUMBERS

by

Luis Ortiz-Franco

Introduction

The concern oVer the level of competency in basic 'skills of high

school graduates in the U.S. has motivated states to,adopt-skandards of

proficiency for high school graduation. Over three-fourths of the states

in the nation are in the process of establishintests of minimum com-

petency; usually to be used prior to high school graduation.. The devel-

opment of the, minimum Competency tests is sometimei the responsibility

of the state department of education and in other instinceselotal school

Cdistricts?arecha4ed with this task.

In California, Assembly Bill 9408,. as amended 'by ABG5, .

any high school district to adopt local standiids o.Proficienty,in

basic skills by June, 1978: After June, 1,80, no student who has not

met these standards can146ceive a high school dip) . The progress of

. ,

individual students, these proficiency stand s must be 'assessed

by the districts at three prescribed iktervals prionto the iwelfth

grade: once in the 4th through 6th grade experienceo once during'the

7th through 9th grade experience, and twice during t 10th through' lith

/
grade experience. The law does not preclude any dist iit frbm conducting

an assessment of any pupil In Engish and in the nativ languagetof such

Although the native language of limited Engli speakim:(LES)

..

nd noninglish maspeaking (NES) students ybeused f r enroutealsess-

A-.,._.

ment,-the'NES/LES students will have to pass the fins assessment,pf
-

4,
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their proficiency in basic skills in the,English language. Nor does the

law preclude local districts from assessing progress iwfundamental

"skills at the end of each grade level and to use such.assessment as

criterion for.promotion to the next higher grade.

The Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) is one distritt
.

which is developing a grade- by-9rade assessment program 4i conjunction

with.the state mandated proficiency in basic skills assessment. 1AMSD's

grade-by-grade assessment program poses several issues pertaining to the

educational progress of the NtS/LES students. One issue deals with the

language of the assessment instruments, English or non-English, and

another issue is related to the uses -of the assessment instruments. A

thirdissue linked to these timp.ii'the language of instruction.

There are at least two alternatives uses of,' the grade-by-grade
7

assessment instruments by LAUSD. One alternative is to use the assess-
.

ment instruments as achievement indicitors and the other is to use them

as diagnostic instruments. The second alternative seems .to be implicit

in the LAUSD grade-by-grade assessmentipolcy. And this perspective

immediately brings up the question. of the language of assessment of the

NES/LES students. It is widely accepted by, now that the prOper way to

.

best diagnose the academic needs of NES/LES students is by using the

-
native longuege of the students. This is true also for .the monolingual

-PEnglish speaking students. The academic needs of fluent bilingual

students, English and another langyage,'can'be diagnosed in either Ian..

guage provided the students have received instruction in both languages.

Otherwise, the acafiemic needs of fluent bilingual students-should be

assessed in the language which has been their medium of instruction.
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Thus, English monolingual students as well as the fluent bilinguals can

.:be 'assessed tn English but the NES/LES students ought to be assessed in

their native' language: Concomitantly',. the language of instruction should

be congruent to the language of assessment in order to maximize the

accuracy in diagnosing academic skills.

The purpose'of this paper-is to'disous,s the performance of 3rd

and 6th grade NES/LES and. English444ingual Students in LAUSD on the

,prelimina.ry version of aInathematjcs assessment instrument and to offer

suggestions for instruction to,imProve the performance levels of these

elementary school, students. In this report, attention is focused

!

,

on, the skill areas of fractional numbers.

p

Subjects

METHOD

.,

A total of 3,835 students from,schoolv in'the Los Angeles Unified
. -

,$

School District partrcipated in the study. One thousand .seven hundred

'and forty were representative of the third grade population and'2,095'

were representative of sixth'grade students. Three hundred eighty four

of, the 1,740, third grade sample were classified as NES/LES and 1,356

were classified as English/OiLingual. ,jn the sixihgrade representative

sample, 795 were classified as NES/LES and 1,300 ,were classified as

For, the purposes of this study, students claisified '

.as other with' respect toslariguage were included in the NES/LES 'ample.

lnstruments

r- ",
The preliminary version of the Assessment of Progress in Mathematics'

Skills: Mathematics A was administered to the third grade representative

'

s'
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population and Assessment of Progress in Mathemasics Skills: Mathematics'

9, preliminary version, was administered to the sixth grade representa-

tive population. Both versions contained 87 problems each distributed

over-eight' skill areas for grade three and nine skill areas for grade

six. The:skill area covered in grade six but not in grade three was'

percent.,

(*.

Procedure

The study was conducted during fall '78 and'abomt 60 schools-of

LAUSD participated, 30 at each grade level. Approximately three

classrooms from each schoo took part in the study. The intentions of

the study were to assess those mathematics skills likely to be part

of a student's repertoire at the end of the 3rdand 6th grades.

. '

Students at the beginning of the 14th and 7th grades, were assumed-6

represent studepts at the end of the 3rd and 6th irade respectively.

The premise behind this assumption was that the amount of forgetting

that might have Otcurre4 during the summer months, between the end 'of
4

V
the previous school year and the beginning of the present one, was

compensated for by the review and practice that -took place during the

months of September and October 1978 prior to this study-. Thui the

sxatemants in this paper about 3rd and 6th graders'. inathematits skills

are well grouncle.

The skills, difficulty, and vocabulary levels in the :assessment

Instruments reflect as close as possible the level of the regular

practice exercises in the respective elementary cuArlcul.um materials.

Consequently, the assessment items tap the kinds'of performance
.

of students In the regular classroom with certain twIdificatiols as

,needed to place Items in a machinelcorable, multiple-choice format.
.

s.
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Classroom teachers administered the tests to their respective

classes and they also classifiedthe students, into NES/LES or English/

, -
Bilingual. The bilingual students were judged by-their respective

teachers to be fluent in English and another .language, visually Spanish:

l'heassessment instruments were administered in English to all students.

An analysis of the studentsl'perfor manci-by.grade le;e1, language,
..; ID.

'correct answer and'main distractor, and cognitive process involved,in

the assessment items is discussed below. .

RESULTS,

4

The cent of correct responses to each item in the selected skill

areas of fractions is the statistic used in.analyzing the results. This

chosen statistic seems iie,quite adequate in fulfilling the diagnettic.

purposes of the assessment instruments. .In sUckalleaVors, one'ls'int

ested' Oaf portion (percehtage) of the student population has or, hai not
.

mastered,the given skil,or topic. Thus, the tables below, one fbr each.

grade, Illustrate the percent of studehfs answering.the items' correctly
.

and the, metrf.distractor. Of the several wrong choices, the one picked

by the greatest.portioh (percent) of student's was designated as thrmaiii.t

"!

distractor. The tables provide' information language clasOficatiOne-

Al
- - .

.
-for each individual item.' ,

-,,..,

. , ..._

i . ..

fable I, below ill-ustrates the resultiorthe 3rd grade
.

,.

.
. , .

Ai , - ,ov. ::. .

.representatIve sample. The. skill area'and rtem.nUmber. column indicates
. . . .. ? ' .m .

the area under -discussion, fractional numbers. -The numbers underneath
'0

each skill area indicate the item numbei as le4peared3n the-assessment

there were six 'items in the assessment instru-
.

A

skills WO fractional. nuMbersi:end they were

instrument. For ihstince,

sent probing tHe students'

items 16421.

oP
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Table 1., Performance Level of Representative 3rd Grade Population
by Language'Classification and Skill Area for Each Item:
Perceht Correct and Main Distractor.

1,

Skill Area
and

item Number

Fractional
Numbers

164

I
. . ,

.

dne. tast obsetvatiow:befpre we discuss, the results. There i s.

. . ,..-
presintlyt 4 great deal of Tpteeest. and concePn for the, cogni tivt pro-. ,

.

.
.

_IP
-t

V .

Cet SeS' '1 RVO Nif ih mathemattisritsessmant at the national (ever: HoW
,- . 4 .. ,

-,.

t . ..

-long it will be before. this tiend fitters gown to state and lotal levels,
1,:

.

,
. ,

.

1. . 1

Vs- Opitui t .to say. But as *a way. of a contr ibut-ion -.in this.'beea,

=!..' - . . -it 1 - :. . ,,
,- .

..

three items- in6Table 1 are olas'eif fed as bilonging .61' the' mathematjcalx;
. : .."

,

..
. ,

. , ,-,

knowledge OW process 4oinaisi 464 _the other' three, belog' to the mafher

% .

. ,
..

4
4 . A

, mat foal understand i ng,,, WU) Process domain n. Briefly stated, Oa theMati ca 1 ,

...
, - , , - ..

,
i 1, t if . . ,

knowtedge revs ievthe:ieial.laild'recogniiiiA'of iatheitiatital IdAls

.:-

expressed in words, symbdiOn'flturei. It.reffes -for the most,part on' .

0
.

'Merry' proobssis. Exercises k that 44 StS S:th is cow? i tive Yt4 tegory Mom,re
, ..,- . .: / ...

j .;,, . , ,*-
.

that 4 person recall Of recognize.one of mowitems pf 'information-. .

, , - '', - .. '

..
-

..

. .1 -.

. . . - ... - :
..,. .

. 2- ,.-
,

20

21

NES/LES' English
Correct Answer Bain Distractor Correct Answer

4 -
Bilingual
Main Dittractor

210

73

. 1.9`

60

2;7

30

33

61

22

.44

.

27*,

'82

32

82'

35

, i

t'

4.

34.

10

53

35..

*Decimay point is omitted.

t
.

.
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kathematical. understanding refers to t explanation and
A

interpretation of mathematical, knowledge an i t relies s primarily on
. . -

transformation processes. Exercises that ssess this cqgnitive 'category

require that a person provide an explanati n or an j ) lustrat ion .for one

-.

r.

, .

or more items of knowledge.
,

. , .
Now we are reidy.to -interpret the ira orhation in.Tikle 1. All six.

4 , - ..
items lnt-the fractional' numbers area for grade three assessed the Skill

of numeration: the Identification.Of parts of a whole and identification

of number-of equal or fractional parts of a whole. Item 17 askid pupils

to identify the one,oCit of 'four possible cholies, circular region with'
.-
. 5 equal' peas: Eighty.* percent of the English/Bilingual. students.. . . .. .

, chose the correct answer while. only 73% of the NES/LES students did so.
.

.)teins9 aikedstudents to identify the figure divided into thirds

and Apo; 1.8 tequested pupils to choosy the figure showing oni-third

>zlack. Eighty
. . ,

tmd pel-cent Of' English /13i lingual students
-0. ... . , .. .-...._

gin item 19 'correct whi Ie' only 60% of the NES/LES pupils succeeded
..

- ...

- ins-lilt:Ong sir.. Thi rty,twc;!percent of the English /Bilingual sample .-..
, - , .

:.iiswered.corrictly itenr:18 but-only 19% of 'the S/LES sample did"
. - -. . i,so: -The main distractor fig both samples was ptian 8 and this is indeed. i. ,

;r+realing. It IS JevaaliAg dUe. to the fact that 61% the NES/LES

:.. .:, studeliff and 53% of the English/Bilinguals chose It. It seems t at
. ... _ . .

. , . . ft. . , -
. ,-- - ,.

most students have not mister-ed the ctincept of fract7 when placed in
.-. ., -,,.

tiNPO its of i
-whoIe.

.eontext. Item 18' is. illustrated below.

'

6
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Which square shows.1/3 black?

18

..

A. - B. C.. D.

The choice of distractor seems to indicate thatsiudents tend to
a.

confuse the concept of fraction with that of ratio. Thit is, the

distractor figure shows one part black to three-parts blank (1/3) and

not ope-third black as does the correct option 6. This observation

4

,appears to be strongly supported by the students' performance on items

16,.20 end 21.

On item 16, illustrated below, students ware asked "Which fraction
. . .

tells how much of the set is black ?" The set consisted of ten (10)

circles out of Which nine (9) were Wick and one (1) was blank. The

correct answer to the questions 9/10 but a greater portion of studenp
4'

chose the option sheWing the numerical value 9/1 than those choosing the

correct answer. More specifically, 24% of the NES/LES Students picked

9/10 but 33% selected 9/1. Among the English/811ingusl students, 27%

chose 9/10 and 34% picked 9/1. The main distractor would have -been the
41./. .

correct answer if the question had asked the Yeti° of.bledecircle

- 4

to white circles (9/1). 'This pattern,wes repeated In the answers to

items 20 and 21 which askedsiMilar questions.

/
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16

Y

t

t.

*1).

4

Itch fraction tells how much of the

set is black? ."

.9

A.

9

1

B.

'1 t

C..

10

9

D.

Item 20 depicted a circlediyided into eight parts put of which
s

.
t ',

three wereshaded'and five were not. The Oestion asked students to
. .

..%
'

tell the fractional part shaded. Twenty seven percent of the NES/LES

pupils answered correctly OA) but 44%,insered 3/5. Forty percent of
. ,

the Eng4sh/Bilinguliistudents those J/5'arird only 35% provided the
. - , 0 .

.correct answer. Ag n,.the main dlitracor would have been the correct

. . answer had the question been the proportiOn'of shaded parts lewhite

plaits*

in% item 21, 43% of the NES/LES students chose.lhe answer illustrating

the ratio of shaded parts to blailk parts of a set instead of the

option illustrating thefractiohal part of the set shaded, which was
.

selected by only30% 6f-the pupils.' Among the English/Bilingual students,

42% chose the right answer and 35% placed the option illustrating the

ratio of shaded to white paris.

12

,
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Summary

a
A small percentage of 3rd gradeei,exhibited any knowledge of

fractions concepts, altiloiigh low results probably reflect lack of'

exposure to these concepts for this grade level., Only for problems 17
.

. . .. .

And 19 .a 60% dr higher proportion of either studerit'populations answeredi. .

correctly. About 40t or less of students in bithpopulations were

able:to answer, the other problems correctly.

Tibia 2 below,. shows the performance results of the 6th grade
1.

representative population, As it'can be seen, for this grade level the

fractional numbers skill area is subdivided into numeration and compute-
.

tion. This subdivision reflects the spiriling characte;- Of the maihe-

.matics curriculum and 'instruction in the elementary school. More

. . precisely,.by the lime students reach the 6th grade theyWeve already

' been instructed ir fractional numbers numeration as,:well as in compu. .

tation.

The cogrritive proceis domain assessed by .these exercises is'

mathematical skill (MS). Mathematicsl'skill Iva cognitive process

. '

that refers to the routine manipulation of mathematical ideas and

; .

it relies oh, algorithmic processes. Exerciser that assess mathimatical

. .
.

skill esr ume that the required algorithm *has been learned and practiced.

Such exercises aim at measuring proficiency in Carryingout.the algorithm

rattle than the understanding of bow or' why it works.

In the specific skill area of:fractional numbers numeration, items

14 and 16 asked student's to reduce to lowest terms. Mori than 50% of
:

' the students In both samples worked problem'14 successfully. However,

4

*
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Table 2. 'performance Level oftftepresentative 601 Grade Population'
by Language Classylcatiohiand 6k:11 Area for Each item:
Percent Correct and Main Distractor.

Area NES/LES English/Bilingual
and Correct Answer Main DistrictOr Correct Answer Main Distractor

IteM Number i % %

Fractional
Numbers-

Nume'ration

14: 55* 16 66*

15 48 5 58 9.

16. _ 34 32 44 :

17 '46 17 59
. . .

Computation

25 31
.

4)

26 29 58 . 34

27 26 51 32 .

28 34 . 27 43

29 24 52 = 34

30 23 33 ^32

31 24. .36 38

32 67
14 75

,
.

33 221
to

30

a

*Decimal po..int is omitted.'

1 .

I

13

20

l'5

40

SIG

46-.

26

49

.'

35

31

lo

52
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. the perfonnence,.on,,ite:m416 was not as good "and if we look closer at the

correct .answer and at the main diltractor we 'detect the fol lows rig.

The process of reduciitg to lowest terms was not carried to its final

step. That is, '5/20, the main distractor, can be further simplified

to 1/4 which is the correct answer. Only 34% of the NES/LES students

and 44% of the English/Bilingual students succeeded in reducing the

original fraction to lowest terms. Item lia illustrated below.

What is the lowest-terms fraction?

(simplify)

.

1 7 1 N
.1f i . MY I . ..

. .

IL 8. C. . I).

.- . :....
.

Students were reqlested_to provide the mixed,nuriber for the improper

16
$

fraction gitien in item 15 and to provide the improper fraction for the

4

mixed number given in item 17. Forty eight percent of the NES/LES students

did prOvide the correct answer for item 15but oni46%.succeeded in cor-

eectly giving the improper fraction when the mixed number was givtn. On

. the other hand, 58% of the English/Bilingual pupils.provided the correct

mixed number given the improper fraction and 55%.succeeded in correctly'

giving the improper ,fraction given the mixed number. The improper

iractiOn to be changed to a mixed number was 15/4 and the mixed number

to be changed en improper fraction was 2 3/5.

1 t
t
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By looking at the main distracter, we can see that,15% of the

NES/LES students. subtracted the denominator fromthe-numerator to-get

-the whole part of the mixed numberinsteadof dividing. Thirteen percent

rof the NES/LES students seemed to have made a,careless mistake rathe'r

ithan one of performing the wrong operation. In Item 17, 15% of ,English/

Bilinguals and 17% of the NES/LES students performed the 'right operation

but forgot to add: the numerator to the product of 2 X 5. These two

' items are shown below.

What is the mixed number for, this
fraction?

L1
s

43 31 111 3

A. 8. .C. D.

". What is the fraction for thii mixed

number?

2

23 13 14 12

T
.

. A. B. :C. D.

15

17

items 25-27 assessed students' skills in adding fractions. Wile
. .

Reis 27 involved the addition of mixed numbers,.items 25.and 26 involved '4

the addition of proper fractions. In both populations, a,greater per-

tentage of students answered the problems wrong than answering correctly.

tom'
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The common procedure used was to add numerators and designating the result

as the final numerator and to add denominators and designating the result

as the final denominator. Fifty eight pertent of the NES/LES subjects

and 54% of the English/Bilinguals wive the answer 9/12 as the correct

one when it should have been 1 4/9 foritem. 26 below. Thus, students

seemed to have forgotten that when adding fractions with unlike denominators

we are supposed to find a common denominator, divide the common denominator

by each numerator, then multiply the quotient by the respective numerators

and, finally, add the products. Or perhaps they were not exposed tothis

technique long ertough to achieVe mastery..

: 26

2 7 _

TT Tr l 1 5 .

A. B. C. D.

in subtracting. fractiOns, items 28-29,many students seemed to

have repeated the same procidore as in adding -taictions, although not

.

4
. .

as many in the'case of the English /Bilingual'. Item 28, Involving the

. -..

subtraction of mixed numbers, registered lower pirformance level on

the partof both samples than item 28,involving only proper fractions.

Pupils chose the easier but .incorrect procedure of computing straight

subtraction (other than going through the entire process when answering.

problem 29. Most students choose 2 1/2 as their answer instead .of the g

cori.ect one, 1 1/2.

1,
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e

15

4

2

)

Items 315-33 assessed students' skills in multiplying fractions.'

Two items, 30 and 31 involved the multiplication of.a whole number by

a proper fraction,. Item 32 asked for the multiplication of two proer

fr tions, and in item 33 atiidents'were requested to multiply a mixed
. .

mbar by a proper fraction. The highest performance level was regis-

e't

red in the multiplicationef two proper fractions where 67% of the

NES/LES students and 75% of the English/Bilingualvanswered the-question
,

correctly. The lowest performahce level waslin the multiplication of a

mixed number bya proper fraction. . in this instance, only 22% of the
.

4

ti

NES/LES subjects got the correct answer ind 30% of the English/Bilinguals

did so .(Item 33, depicted below).

29

2 115.

Of .P1.
"**.

. (Pre answer. td lftest terms.)

A.

3-
2 76

1

, .

II. C. .D.

CI
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;

in multiplying,a whole number by a proper fraction, items 31:1

and 31, one-third of the students in both sample's 'multiplied th* whole

number by the denominator And the product was placed as the fiial
. -

denominator leaving {he initial numerator unchanged. Tht correct

procedure being the.multiplication of the whole numbtriil the/numerator
A

and leaving the initial denominator unchanged. Thus, it sees that

.this portion of the student samples have yet to. successfulli discriminate

e

the correct procedide. Item 30 is shown below in'which 23%;of the

NES/LES pupils and 32% of the English/Bilingual ones answefed-correctic(

1

1

33

2
3 91. 6 I

S. .,.' D.

1

04

Sixth grade students:didietter in .fractional num ers nunierationi

9

than in fractional numbers computation. The best pe 'r4ormance was

.registar,ed in the sitaltIpljcatioh of two proper frtcti ins. A small

percentage of sixth .graders exhrbite ( any knowledge Jf add rt ron and?

.subtraction of fractional numbers.;,Performance ork
I.

multiplication4
. 7

ofmixed numbers by fractions Or whole,numbers also very low.

.

,
.. .

!
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DISCUSSION

This Section outlines some suggestions for instruction -aimed at

'lloprovirig the skills of LAIJSD elementary school students"In the area
. .

of fractional numbers. Due to the'cOmmon weaknesses of the NES/LES-
...)

and English/Bilingual pupils in working with fractional numbers, the

suggestions made here are meant to apply to both populatiohs. However,

given the.added.language factar4gli the NES/LES students additional

suggestions for instructing this group of students,are made. °

The central .concernof classroom instruction ;per ought to be

student achievement. There are many variables that directly or in-
.

,

directly affect student achievement and among themkie can list the

student's environment in, and out of the classroom, the:teacher,

the curriculum, and the objectives of that curriculum. The teacher

and,the curriculum affect the instructional, process and hence what

the student erns. Student learning or achievement level is usually

compar,ed o the desired achievement expressed in stated objectives.

It it a Commonly held belief that if teachers cover the stated

curriculum objectives student achievement appivximates the desired

achievement leve1.1 That is, if teachers teach a given topic in the

classroom students do learn that topic: However, teachers' instructional

activities are strongly influenced by textbooks and if a given topic
.

-, .

.
.

. is. no)t.in the textbook chances are teachers will not cover it and,

. . .

, .

consequently, students will not learn it. On the other hand, If'a

mathematical tepIc-is.in the text students do learn it, There is

:evidence to indicate that most student learning is directed by the

text rather than the teacher. And texts that are overly formal tend
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to be leas effective than others. in short,objectivesi curriculum,

;teachers, and instructional proe4S affect'student'achievemedt and

'these are variables that are easier to.manipulat, the students'
. .

environment.

.
Now the taotications oT the above statements for LAUSD elementary'

sehoOl. students mathematics achievementn geoeral, and kction'al

numbers in,particular,40em to be as follows. livlow Achievement

level of English/Bilinguals and NES/LES pupils suggest that Other.

fractional number skills are not an overly hnportant.ppjectivt; or

that the curriculum and teachers, and'hence the instructional 'process,('
.

. 0,

do not adequately eMphaiize this skill area Current igisp elementary

1

mathematics objectives indicate that fractional number, skthsvare indeed

important, and an examination of the Curpently used mathimatids iext-
.

books show an adequate coverage of fp-fictional numbers. "'Consequently,

4

the low achievement in fractional numbe* of LAUSEtelimentary sihool

i

pupils seems to be due. to teachers and instructiontrprocess factors:

The following paragraphs address this isIue:.

It suggested that a way tixfociiitate th011atinction between.

ratio and fraction among 3rd graders teichersoupt to partjlion

instruction is follows.'.Spend a oonsidOrable amodht -of Instructional
e

time in teaching studenti that
:
the tota)'number Of:parts of awhole

constitute the denominator. Emphasize mlso,the reUtionship between

ordinal numbers and ilames.ofr4ractjonsi440.4 thuds; fou;ths..fiftha,.

, .

'tenths, etc. illustrate b means of examples andexeroisas how wholes

2
look like when portioned into these fractionalliortDOnd have students_

. ..

4

3

!

? 11.,
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ho
a

. .'
write .the total 'numb of parts as the ehominator without asking.I6qIn 2"

.t ..7..- :4-:

anything about the numerator. Aakisure studentsmester tOis'parAeblar .'
.. ,.

/ ......4
. '"'

skill by means of In'class exercises,- as a group and individuallyt'honi4=1 -

4 . .

ass dividethp "class into. thrde or

coMpititions among groups, 'independent study, and
s.,,.

this skirl-should Contfnue'pritil the entIr4clasi

tlis has occurred, then teachers can gradually pr
t.

.

Oast in assigning, numbers to thinumerator based

desired. )

..

. . .

. . .-

For example, suppose students have already developed thes,101 of :

. N,
identifying the 10 as the denominatcir for something divided into ten

- ..
. , ,e .,

equal parts...The teacher should then ,proceed to illustrate thac1/1,0,
.

.. ,

so groups
. *

.1

so on. 44, WC114g of
,

has mastered,it.pcnse-i-

t- *."-

Oteed to instfigt the
p .V0

on the number of. parts

:
Is

3/10, 7/10, etc., signifivl portiontdutof 10, 3 portions out of,10,
. e.,..

f 7. portions out of 10, :etcetc . This same procedure -can *be tollowe or 1 4
,. ;

I fractions'with other denominators. . - .
, 4

,

Olen instructing students In the addition and subt:factiin.gl,"
.

fractions,, it may be helpful to clearly distinguish betweenlft octfons

. with like denominators and those with unlike denominators add tpe.-40-.

. .

ferent procedures involved in adding and subtracting the two,typevor.
. .

' 6

,fractions.- In doing so, it may be useful to emphdsize to students

that fracticins with like denominators belong to one set and thbse vi.sh

.

unlike denominators belonto a different set. And that,thiway weidd

or subtract is 'diffeient for the two different sets. Perhapi analogies'
4 r

can, help at this Juncture. For example, when adding ot subtracting

- fractions with like denominators is like adding or subtracting objects

or things that are alike: oranges and oranges, chairs and chairs, desks.

(-.144,
4

.

. : .

.

Mir
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4,

.. and. desks, etc. And that eddlng or subtracting ftpctionviviiii unlike;
. ,

, . -
'7,- , L ,z - :.:1 :

4 'MGM i OP tOrS is like trying to itici.or aubtractobjetAs or things that-

4:
are not 0 ike. lhus, in Odic, tO icildlor subtratt-we must change', them!'

, ,. . . .
,; ...- t -

, so that they become a like/ -Which :4s exactly fin purpOseOinding the

' commOn'derioOlatem, 6struceign here -shod,* prOceed Mace carefully and'

ft. .1 .
1' . . ' . . ... .

oter 4' tong period oftime'411an when teaching.:agdition or subtraction ,

,

.3

e.

., with-like ,denominators.. .

. . 4
1 ,

. .: ' ..o I .'
,:. TO results of the students' performance on item 32 indicate that

. . . .

ii-pwer.4of 2i) of the wpili knoow how to multiply two fractions; the
1.,.

'4

difficulty appears. to be when students are asked to multiply 4 whole

number by a -iract ion ---o p mixed number by a fraction.' The common mistake
A.,

here' appears to be-due to- pot ememberitng that a whole number is equal

to a -fraction having that particular_ number as numerator with a one as

the denominator, e.g., 5 a 5/1. Thus, it stands to reason that. a way

.

of incteasing students' proficiency in multiplying a whole 'num6er' by ,a:

hectic:n Is to make sure pupils know how to convert a whole' number

.

into a\fraction with a one as denominator. This can be accomplished by

simple ripllition and reinforcement 'per iodically reviewed over an.

extended period of time., The case of multiplying a mixednumber by a

fraction can be dealt with as follows. Emphasize the need to convert

the mixed number into a fraction and then proceed to.use the technique

Of multiplying fractions by fractions. Again, ,instruction followed-
.

by.repetition and reinforcement with periodic reviews can take the

- -

students a long 'way inn developing proficiency in this skill area.

41,7)
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The abovie suggestions apply to the instruct ion of all students.

.However, some additional factors ought to be considered for the case

of tbe NES/LES students. First, LAUSD ought to adopt'the policy of

making it possible for schools and classroom teachers to administer

diagnostic mathematics assessments at. the beginning of the schooryear

In the.language of the stUdent(s). The diagnostic:instrument can

conceivably consist of two parts: one encompassing rote skills, addition,
«.

subtraction, multiplication, division, etc., and the other can Include

mathematical terms, concepts, and vocabulary.. Such a diagnostic instrument

has the potential -to facilitate placement of the NES/LES students at

their. appropriate skill and cognitive level, and assist teachers in

deciding whether, these students need more Instruction on mathematical

skill's or on vocabulaPy and concept development. This could result in

abetter learning and instruction atmosphere. This an contribute'to

an'incr&ased student achievement level and increased satisfaction for

I concerned.

Second, the Instructional process for the NES/LES students should

take place In their native language when new concepts and skills are

introduced and taught. Erigpsh can be the medium of instruction when

reviewing concepts and skills already mastered by these pupils. It is

of cardinal Importance to assure that teachers of NES/LES pupils speak

the language of the students adequateW A person who took courses for

a year or two of the llinguage in question al the college level will

more than likely not be able to impart instruction in that language

. -to native speakers.

9.

4



hird; those teachers imparting instruction in a language other

than English should know the mathematics vocabulary and terminology

in that language.- If no such personnel exists in LAUSD this can perhaps

be alleviated by in-service training, summer cou'ses, seminars or work-

shops. Fourrthin order to better assess, the mathematics`skills of
. .

NES/LES Pupils, whether at the beginnirig, Middle, or end of the school
....

year; the assessment instruments should be in their native language.
,

Otherwise, the assessment of mathehatics skills will be Confounded with

language skills assessment.
- "77

.
. Fiftho'curriculumMaterials in the language, of the students should

be made available to bOth studios and teachers to better reinforce

the instructional Process. Supplementary materials, math labs, ard other

curriculum aids should also be accessible in the language of the students.

Finally, an effort should be made to integrate the school's

curriculum and instructional process With resource, human and physical,

in the outside community. This suggestion applies to both English/

Bilingual and NES/LES pupils, and it aims at minimizing the discrepancy

between thein school and out of school students' environment.

SUMMARY

Three thousand eight hundred thirty five students in the 3rd and

6th grade.fn Los Angeles took an assessment of progress in fundamental
4

skills in mathematics during fall 1978. One thousand,seven hundred

forty were third graders and'2,055 were sixti!,graders: There 364/NES/LIS

pupils and 1,350 English/Bilingual in the third grade sample while 795

were NES/LES and 1,300 English /Bilinguals in the sixth grade. Thil-d.
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grade-students in LAUSD are still unable to distinguish the concept

-of fraction from Ihat of ratio. Sixth grade studentshave difficulty

in adding and subtracting fractions, multiplying a whole number by

a fraction, and in multiplying-a mixed number 1y.a fraction. At both

-grade levels, NES/LES students performed less well than English/Bilingual

It was found.that all students in the third grade have-difficulty
. Je /4

W

. in=iiifferentieting between the concept of frectiO'd and the concept.
--\

,
.
of ratio when in a.parts to whole context. StiJdeMts at the 514(th grade

.

level performed low in

multiplying fractions,

the addition and subtraction. of fractions. In

Students performed liet er when multiplying two

fractions than when multiplying a whole number by a fraction.

The discussion sectionoutlined some suggestions for instruction

to improve the mathematics achievement of elementary school pupils in

fractional numbers.

t r


